In this article, enhancement of THz radiation was studied using pulse shaping thchnique. Over 40% enhance was demonstrated by positive chirped optical pulses. This could be attributed to the pump-dump process in excitation.
INTRODUCTION
THz free-space radiation has been used in applications in coherent time-domain spectroscopy, and in imaging and ranging of objects. 1, 2 For this reason a number of researchers have investigated the optimum design of photoconductive THz transmitters and the physical mechanisms that limit the radiation power. [3] [4] [5] Past, enhancement of narrow-band terahertz radiation using optical pulse shaping was demonstrated. 6 In addition, frequency tunable terahertz radiation was also reported. In this article, enhancement of THz radiation was studied using pulse shaping technique. Over 40% enhance was demonstrated by chirped optical pulses. This could be attributed to the carrier lifetime modulation resulted from pump-dump process in excitation Fig.1 shows the experimental setup of our adaptive controlled THz radiation system. A mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser provided excitation laser pulses of approximately 40 fs at a repetition rate of 82 MHz. The pulses passed through a grating and mirror optical pulse shaper. In our adaptive feedback pulse shaping system, new freezing algorism was used in optimization. 7 After calculating the adaptive phase by SLM, chirped condition could be obtained. Figure 2 shows temporal profile and corresponding spectrum of terahertz radiation under various laser conditions. As shown in up-plot of Fig. 2 , similar temporal and spectral profiles were observed. The triangle one (case of chirp-free) is the case of which the pulse before terahertz generation system is almost transform-limited modulated by pulse shaper. The central frequency of the radiations is around at 0.3THz. Smaller radiation intensity was obtained under case of which the pulse incident on antenna is chirped free, see case of antenna free. This indicates that transformlimited pulse on antenna is not the best choice in generating more radiation. In addition, positive chirp pulse from optical components could be favor in enhancement of terahertz radiation. To further clarify, terahertz signal was feedback to optimize through new freezing algorism. As shown the blue cross curve (case of THz free) in fig. 2 , larger radiation was demonstrated. Over 40% enhancement was observed, compared to the case of chirped free pulse incident on antenna. Figure 3 shows the phase distribution in frequency domain. Positively chirped phase was retrieved from the curve. In the past, increasing radiation as decreasing carrier was reported. 8 For example, positively chirped excitation will result in band gap renormalization or band filling. 9 It is well known that band filling will reduce carrier lifetime of material. Therefore, the enhancement could be attributed to the carrier lifetime modulation resulted from pump-dump process in excitation.
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Enhancement of THz radiation was studied using pulse shaping thchnique. Over 40% enhance was demonstrated by chirped optical pulses. This could be attributed to the carrier lifetime modulation resulted from pump-dump process in excitation •
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